As a professional China cold shear manufacturer and equipped with a famous factory and plant, as well as providing with cold shear for sale, welcome to check the process and layout with Hani New Energy and Technology.

Cold shear

Product description:

Cold shear is the key equipment used in finishing bar shop. When rolled metal out of the mill, after the cooling bed, rolled metal head will be cut, cut tail, and as customer requirements to cut required lengths. Its performance and the rhythm determine the output capacity of the entire production line.

Parameters of Cold shear:

- Shear Body Type: cold shears
- Shear structure: open-ended
- Shear force: 2500KN
- Shear Blade width: 1000mm
- The degree of opening: 160mm
- Theoretical Cut: 20 times / min
- On the cutting edge Stroke: 165mm
Product Show

Related Products:

- Crop Shear
- Flying Shear
- Hot Rolling Mill
- Short Stress Rolling Mill
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